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1 Background 

1.1 Loco 

The SD80MAC is a 5,000 horsepower (3.7 MW) C-C diesel-electric locomotive. The model uses a 20 

cylinder version of EMD's 710G prime mover, and is the first diesel locomotive to use a 20-cylinder 

engine since EMD's SD45 and SD45-2. It introduced a wide radiator housing similar to GE 

Transportation locomotives and the placement of dynamic brakes at the rear of the locomotive, which 

is a quieter location, features that were incorporated into the SD90MAC and SD70ACe models. Key 

spotting difference between the SD80MAC and SD90MAC include no external rear sandbox on 

SD90MAC, rear number boards, and the placement of the front number boards (above the cab 

windows on SD80MAC, on the nose on most SD90MACs). It also has recessed red marker lights in the 

nose, an identifying feature unique to Conrail locomotives, although Norfolk Southern (NS) has 

removed the lights on most of their engines.  

 

All 30 units built were delivered to Conrail, and 28 production units were completed, tested, and 

painted at the former Pennsylvania Railroad shops in Altoona, Pennsylvania. Many consider the 

SD80MAC to be the last new locomotive Conrail purchased as a truly independent rail road. In the split 

of Conrail, Norfolk Southern received 17 units (numbered 7200–7216) while CSX got 13 (800–812, 

being renumbered to 4590–4602). The former Conrail units were the first AC traction locomotives 

owned by Norfolk Southern, with the rail road not ordering more until late 2008 with an order of 

General Electric's ES44AC. While Norfolk Southern removed class lights, CSX did not and they can still 

be seen on their engines.  

 

 

1.2 Design & Specification 

Builder General Motors Electro-Motive Division (EMD)    
Locomotive Weight 420,000 lb 

Vehicle Length 80 ft 2 in (24.43 m) 

Vehicle Width 10 ft 5 in (3.17 m) 
Fuel Capacity 5,800 US Gal 

Vehicle Power 5,000 hp (3.7 MW) 
Top Speed 75 mph (121 km/h) 

Brake Types Air Brakes 

Tractive Effort Starting: 185,000 lbf (882.92 kN)    
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2 Rolling Stock 

2.1 SD80 Mac CSX 

 

 

 

2.2 CSX Coal Hopper 
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3 Driving the SD80MAC 

3.1 Cab Controls    

 
1 Headlight Switch 9 Right Multi Function Display 
2 Wiper Switch 10 Reverser 

3 Step Light Switch 11 Combined Throttle and Brake 

4 Cab Light Switch 12 Auto Brake 

5 Sander 13 Independent Brake 

6 Bell 14 Alerter 

7 Horn 15 On/Off Button 

8 Left Multi Function Display 
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4 SD80MAC Heavy Braking System 
 

In the cab of the SD80MAC, there are two Multi Function Displays (MFD's) that display 

information as you drive. 

 

 

 

On the right hand MFD, important information about the air brakes is shown. Your 

control for setting and releasing the brakes is the Train Brake Control.  
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Move the Train Brake Control up to set the brakes and down to release them. When you 

move the Train Brake Control, you are directly affecting the Equalising Reservoir, which 

is normally set to 90PSI, but decreases as the Train Brake increases. 

 

The Brake Pipe reaches the length of the train and is also set to 90PSI. 

 

If the Equalising Reservoir is lower than the Brake Pipe, then air will be let out of the 

Brake Pipe until it matches. If higher, then air will be pumped out of the main reservoir 

and into the Brake Pipe until it matches the Equalising Reservoir. This happens at a rate 

dependent on the length of the train; the longer the train, the more air there is to 

release to lower the pressure.  

 

The Brake Cylinder shows the pressure actually being applied to the brakes themselves. 

 

As air is released from the Brake Pipe, so air from another hidden auxiliary reservoir is 

released into the Brake Cylinder, causing the brakes to actually apply and the train to 

slow down. 

 

A small 5% Train Brake Control application would result in 5 pounds of drop in the Brake 

Pipe and 11 pounds added to the Brake Cylinder. When the Brake Cylinder shows a 

figure above 0, we know the brakes are coming on. 

 

The Brake Cylinder goes from 0PSI when the brakes are released to 65PSI when the 

brakes are on at their maximum.  

It takes a long time for the brakes to apply, but the brakes release immediately. Once 

the Train Brake Control is released, the Equalising Reservoir will quickly rise back to 90 

PSI. The Brake Pipe will begin being pressurised from the main reservoir to match the 

new Equalising Reservoir pressure. This will in turn cause the Brake Cylinders to be 

immediately vented to the atmosphere. There is NO WAY to partially release the brake 

on this train.  

 

While the brakes are released and charging if you make a further application of the Train 

Brake Control (i.e. 5%), the Equalising Reservoir drops to the same amount. The Brake 

Pipe stops being pressurised and drops back to the Equalising Reservoir amount.  

 

Once finished the Brake Cylinder wouldn't have the same amount of air in it. The same 

setting of the Train Brake Control would give less braking effort than before.  
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This is because it's the amount of change in the Brake Pipe that matters.  

 

The brake difficulty level defaults to the Easiest setting, but can be made harder by 

pressing CTRL+Shift+1, while CTRL+Shift+2 makes it easier. The times associated with 

the brakes (e.g. time to recharge when released) are longer with harder difficulties, and 

shorter with easier difficulties.  

 

Make good use of your dynamic brakes. On starting an incline, make a six pound 

application by dropping the Equalising Reservoir to 84PSI, and then use your dynamic 

brake to trim your speed. Add another pound or two as required if you find the dynamics 

aren't keeping up, but try to avoid overpowering the air brakes.  

 

If you find you're going to run out of air and need to release your brakes, leave your 

brakes on and bring the train to a complete stop. Apply all your handbrakes then release 

the air brakes. Once the system is fully re-pressurised, you can release all the 

handbrakes and get back on your way.  

 

Re-pressurising after an emergency application takes a long time, because the Brake 

Cylinder will only be vented once the Brake Pipe is recharged above approximately 

65PSI. It will still take a long time after that for the air to be fully recharged in all the 

reservoirs.  
 

 
 

Key points to remember: 

There's nothing fast about applying brakes on a long train, so think ahead and always be 

vigilant.  

 

It's always easier to lower your Throttle and not exceed the speed limit than it is to try 

to use the brakes to correct your speed later.  

 

Releasing brakes happens really quickly, but recharging the brakes after an application 

and release takes a while, and though you can normally apply brakes a couple of times, 

you should expect a long delay from releasing brakes to reapplying, otherwise you risk 

running out of air and becoming a run away. 

 

You should find the right setting for the brakes and stick with it.  
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5 In Cab Signaling 
 
Though not featured on the Norfolk Southern coal district, locomotives (such as the 

SD80MAC), on the New York to New Haven route feature in-cab signalling systems. The 
image below shows the in-cab display. Visually the display may vary for other locomotives 

but the principle remains the same. 

 

When running, if the signal aspect is Normal/Clear then the top light will illuminate on the 
speed indicator and you should adhere to the current speed limit on the line.  If the signal 

aspect is anything lower than Normal/Clear then the engineer must adhere to the lower of 
the Track and Signal speed. 

 

Signal Speed Table: 

Signal Metro North 
Grand Central to New Haven 

Amtrak 
Penn Station to New 
Rochelle 

 

Normal – Track Speed Clear – Track Speed 

Limited - 40 

Approach Limited - 45 

Medium - 30 

Restricting - 15 
Approach Medium – 30 
Approach - 30 

Stop - 0 
Restricting – 20 
Stop - 0 

 

If you enter a new block and it has a reduced aspect (e.g. going from Normal to Limited) 
then the following happens and must be done by the engineer: 

 

1. An alarm will go off in the cab. 

 
2. The cab signalling will update to reflect the new signal speed and confirm what the new 

aspect is. 
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3. If the train is within the MAS (Maximum Allowed Speed) then the engineer must simply 

press the ACKNOWLEDGE button (Q key) within 8 seconds. 
 

4. If the train is above MAS then the engineer must zero the throttle, move the train brake 

to 40% application or greater, and then press ACKNOWLEDGE within 8 seconds. 
 

(Note: It is not required to be within the speed limit during the 8 seconds, it is only required 

that the engineer has confirmed to the ATC system that they acknowledge the reduction in 
aspect and have taken appropriate action to comply with it.) 

 
If the brakes fall below 40% while still being above MAS then the alarm will sound again and 

the same procedure must be followed. 
 

Failure to acknowledge correctly within 8 seconds means the brakes will go to full service 

application - however, the engineer can apply the same procedure as above and they will be 
able to regain control of the train without having to stop. 

 
Once the train is under the new MAS the engineer can simply release the brakes and apply 

throttle as required. 

 
Speed increase alert - This alarm is a small audio ping as a notification that your signal 

speed limit has increased. Note - this only applies to SIGNAL speed limits, not track speed 
limits. Currently you can only see this working if you have the control state dialog visible, 

there's nothing on the cab to indicate it. 
 

Enabling the Alerts –  

The Alerts are off by default.  If the player wants the ATC alarm and penalty brake 
functionality then they can press CTRL-D to toggle ATC Cut-in. 
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6 Scenarios 

6.1 Training: SD80 MAC CSX Simple Controls  

 

Description: Learn to drive the SD80 MAC using simple controls. 

 
Situated here at West Brownsville, the controls will be explained before you will be 

instructed through some simple freight operations and signalling. You will be guided through 
these operations slowly. 

 
Duration: 5 minutes 

 

 

6.2 Training: SD80 MAC CSX Expert Controls 

Description: Learn to drive the SD80 MAC using expert controls. 
 

Starting at West Brownsville the controls will be explained before you will be instructed 

through some simple freight operations and signalling. All will be explained at a relaxed 
pace. 

 
Duration: 5 minutes 

 

6.3 [SD80MAC] Coal Car Conveying: Part 1 

Description: Part 1 of a coal transport from Emerald mine to Newell. 

 
Starting here at Emerald mine, you will be taking this coal train to Newell where a dog catch 

will relieve you of your duties. 

 
Duration: 60 minutes 

 

6.4 [SD80MAC] Coal Car Conveying: Part 2 

Description: Part 2 of a coal transport from Emerald mine to Newell. 

 
MON VALLEY DISPATCH: This is dispatch. Wait for the signal to clear then be on your way. 

There will be another two engines awaiting your cars' arrival, as your driving hours are 
almost up. 

 

Duration: 50 minutes 
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